
 

54. HONEST JOHN– A surface to surface            

unguided rocket used as long range artillery      

capable of carrying a nuclear or conventional 

warhead. 

 

 

55. TALOS-This missile can carry a nuclear or         

conventional warhead used for air defense,        

against ships and shore bombardment targets. 

 

 

56. PAC  3-Is the replacement for the Nike          

Hercules and the improved Hawk, was               

designed to defend against high performance  

air targets. 

 

 

 

57. LOKI-Initially it was designed as an                    

anti-aircraft missile, but eventually it became a     

research workhorse at WSMR. 

 

 

58. TOW-The name is acronym for             

“Tube launched, optically tracked wire      

guided” anti-tank missile. 
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23. HIBEX-This was  an experiment program  to 

develop high acceleration booster technology . 

 

 

24. AEROBEE 150-American sounding rocket to carry a           

heavy pay load into the atmosphere.    

 

 

 

 25. LANCE SYSTEM-A surface-to-surface          

missile capable of carrying  either a nuclear or 

conventional warhead. 

 

        

 26. LANCE ROUND– First developed in the 1960’s as a 

replacement for the Honest John and Sergeant           

systems. 

 

 

 

27. PEPP AEROSHELL-This vehicle was 

used to test the parachute  that NASA        

planned to use to “soft land” the Viking on 

Mars. 

13. 

 

14. ROLAND-This anti-aircraft missile was         

develop to protect  troops and equipment 

from low level air attacks day or night  under 

all weather conditions. 

 

15. COPPERHEAD– This high explosive        

anti-tank projectile was fired  from a           

standard 155MM Howitzer. 

 

 

16. SRAM– Short Range Attack Missile was 

an air to surface missile launched from B-52 

and F-111 aircraft to carry nuclear warhead.     

 

 

17. DOVAP ANTENNA-Measures a rocket’s position 

in space using the Doppler effect caused by a target 

moving to a ground transmitter and receiving           

stations. 

 

 

 

18. NAVY LAUNCHER-Originally modified  and    

installed at the Desert Ship in 1977 by the          

NAVY at WSMR. It was used to fire missiles          

until November 1997. 

 

 

 

 

 



7. MLRS– The Multiple Rocket System 

consisted of a self propelled vehicle         

which carried two pods, each containing 

six rockets ground to ground. 

 

 

8. HIMARS MOCKUP VEHICLE– High           

Mobility Artillery Rocket System mockup 

designed and fabricated at WSMR in 

1993 to provide MLRS firepower on a 

lightweight, small wheel chassis.                                                                                            

 

9. RP 76– This small target missile 

was used in testing surface to         

surface air to air targets. 

 

 

 

 

10. IGOR– Intercept Ground Optical Recorder is a          

tracking telescope that is designed to provide                 

photographic records of missile performance, such as 

attitude, intercept miss distance, and other events 

data. 

 

 

11. SCR 584 RADAR-The SCR radar (short for Signal        

Corps radio #584) was an automatic tracking                  

microwave radar was used from 1944 to  the 1950’s. 

 

 

12. RAWIN MET . Is  a radar used for wind sounding 

that is observed for unfavorable weather. Was             

operational from 1945  to 1950. 

 

 

 

28. HOUND DOG– A forerunner to the  cruise    

missile launched from a B-52 bomber carrying  

a nuclear warhead. 

 

 

 

29. POGO HI-These small rockets carried a     

24FT metallized parachute, which appear as 

an aerial target on radar screens. 

 

 

 

30. REDSTONE-Designed by Dr. Wernher 

Von Braun and developed at Redstone     

Arsenal, this was once the ARMY’s            

largest surface-to-surface ballistic             

missile. 

 

 

31. SHAVETAIL-An unguided rocket used 

as a research vehicle to test various            

aspects of rocket flights. 

 

 

 

32. XQ-4 DRONE-Capability to fly         

higher and faster than the speed of     

sound used for supersonic targets for  

testing U.S. missiles. 



? . TARTER-During the 1960’s this was the smallest 

NAVY surface to  air missile and was placed on           

destroyer type ships and as  a secondary battery on    

larger ships. 

 

 

? .  TERRIER-Developed by Applied Physics                      

Laboratory of John Hopkins University, this                

supersonic surface to air missile  was guided to its   

target by radar beam. 

 

 

? . Was designed to supplement the Nike missile       

systems, this air defense missile was capable of        

knocking out aircraft flying anywhere between  100 

and 38,000 feet. 

 

? . SIDEWINDER-Is one of the most successful air to 

air missiles, it used an  infrared heat seeking device 

to destroy high performance enemy fighters and       

bombers. 

 
 

50.DART-At the time this was the         

ARMY’s smallest missile but it was       

capable of blasting through the          

heaviest enemy armor. 

 

 

 

51. LACROSSE-This artillery missile 

was capable of carrying conventional   

or nuclear warheads. 

 

 

 

 

52.CORPORAL-This was America’s first   

ballistic guided missile capable of          

carrying a nuclear or conventional          

warhead and was operational in  all       

weather conditions. 

 

 

53. LOON-The American  version  of    

Germany’s  “Vergeltungswaffe Eins” 

orV-1 initially the “Buss Bomb” 

known as the Fiesler 103. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

45. MACE-Missile about the same size and    

weight of  a small jet fighter, capable of        

carrying a  conventional or nuclear                  

warhead. 

 

 

46. SS-11– A French anti-tank missile used 

to train U.S. gunners for anti-tank                   

operations. 

 

 

 

47. SERGEANT-Replaced the corporal,               

capable of carrying a nuclear or conventional 

warhead. 

 

 

 

 

 

48. 

 

49.SHILLELAGH-A surface to surface missile that is       

designed to be carried on tanks and light armored       

vehicles. 

 



59. SAGMI-One of many development          

missiles tested by the USAF at WSMR  for  

attacking ground targets. 

 

 

 

60.XM-198 HOWITZER-Was once used in 

testing the Copperhead at the  Small      

Missile Range. 

 

 

 

61. 

 

 

62.NIKE AJAX-This was the America’s  first      

guided anti-aircraft missile. 

 

 

 

63. AEROBEE HI-Designed to carry heavy payloads    

to higher altitude than the Aerobee 170.  

 

 

64. LARK-Designed in 1944 for the U.S. NAVY 

for defense against Japanese aerial  suicide     

attacks in the Pacific. 

 

38. XM-21 DRONE-Was used as targets for the        

Nike and Hawk air defense systems at WSMR. 

 

 

 

39. QH 50 DRONE-Developed during in the           

1950’s for U.S NAVY anti-submarine unmanned    

helicopter designed  for  a combat role. 

 

 

 

40. CROSSBOW-Air to surface missile designed 

to home in on ground targets such as                

anti-aircraft batteries which would be using    

radar. 

 

 

41. 

 

42.. 

 

43. 

 

 

 

44.  NIKE HERCULES-This was the second                

generation air defense missile system for the 

U.S. 

 



 

 

 

 

33. MISSILE A– Was to test components for          

missiles to replace the Honest John ,Little John      

and the Lacrosse. 

 

 

 

 

34. MQM 170D DRONE-Streaker is a turbojet       

powered subscale aerial target used from 1987    

to 1996. 

 

 

35. GENIE-Air to air unguided rocket                

designed to carry nuclear warhead fired 

from F-106 and F-101 jets. 

 

 

 

36. MQM-61A CARDINAL DRONE-Was      

used by the ARMY from 1958 to 1972 for 

surface to air anti-aircraft  missile  and      

gunnery training. 

 

 

 

37. FIREBEE BQM-34A DRONE-One of the 

world’s most popular target drones for surface   

to air or air to air missiles. 

 

 

65. ATACMS-ARMY  TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM 

was designed  for  deep attack; used  the same  

launcher as to the MLRS carried two guided              

missiles. 

 

 

66.AIREPLANE VC-6A-Was acquired by the 

ARMY and assigned to REDSTONE              

ARSENAL, ALABAMA, JULY 26, 1966. 

 

 

 

67.HUEY HELICOPTER UH-1M-Was used at  

WSMR for range control missions. 

 

 

 

 

68.F-4 PHANTOM-This is a tandem two  seat, 

twin engine, all weather, long range                

supersonic jet interceptor and fighter. 

 

 

69. NASA TOWER-This tower was at the White  

Sands Space Harbor which controlled the         

landing of the Orbiter. On March 30, 1982 ,      

Space Shuttle Columbia landed at WSMR at 

the conclusion of STS-3. 

 



70. ROCKET SLED-Does not use wheels as it 

has sliding pads called “slippers” which are  

curved around the rails to prevent the sled 

from  flying off the track. 

19. NAVY GUN-Was once installed 

in the U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

CVB-42 in 1945. It was relocated to 

the LLS-1 Desert ship at WSMR for 

testing round from 1977 to 1996. 

 

 

 

 

20. ERINT MISSILE-Is a extended range 

interceptor missile which has capability    

against aircraft and cruise missiles. 

 

 

 

 

 

21. STANDARD MISSILE-Refers to the       

family of U.S. shipborne guided missiles 

which, are currently use in the U.S.         

NAVY for surface to air targets. 

 

 

 

 

22. PERSHING I– This two stage ballistic    

missile was highly mobile, had a                

selective range capability. 

 



 

 

1. V-2-This German “Vergeltungswaffe 2” or V-2 was built  in 

Peenemunde, Germany in the early 1940’s during  WW II.      

After the war, 100  V-2 missiles were brought to White 

Sands Proving Grounds  for testing. 67 V-2’s were tested. 

                                                                                           

2. PERSHING II—This two stage, surface-to-surface nuclear missile  is 

sometimes credited with helping to win the cold war. 

 

 

 

3. PATROIT-This is the replacement for the Nike Hercules and the 

improve Hawk, the Patroit was designed to defend against  the    

high performance air targets.                                                                                  

 

 

 

4. PATROIT ROUND– This is the round that is launch from the        

M901 Launcher Station Transporter carrying four missiles. 

 

 

 

5. FAT MAN BOMB CASING– Fat Man was the second     

and the last nuclear weapon used  in warfare during      

WW II. The first was Little Boy in August 6, 1945. It was  

tested at the Trinty site. 

 

 

6. CONTRAVES CINETHEODOLITE ELECTRO OPTICAL 

TRACKING SYSTEM– The Contraves EOTS replaced the 

Askania  tracking system that was used from the late  

195o’s  to January 29, 1973. 

 

 

 

 




